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EXAMPLES OF CYCLIC POLYNOMIALLY BOUNDED
OPERATORS THAT ARE NOT SIMILAR TO
CONTRACTIONS, II
MARIA F. GAMAL’
Abstract. The question if polynomially bounded operator is similar to
a contraction was posed by Halmos and was answered in the negative by
Pisier. His counterexample is an operator of infinite multiplicity, while
all its restrictions on invariant subspaces of finite multiplicity are similar
to contractions. In [G16], cyclic polynomially bounded operators which
are not similar to contractions was constructed. The construction was
based on a perturbation of the sequence of finite dimensional operators
which is uniformly polynomially bounded, but is not uniformly com-
pletely polynomially bounded, constructed by Pisier. In this paper, a
cyclic polynomially bounded operator T0 such that T0 is not similar to
a contraction and ωa(T0) = O, is constructed. Here ωa(z) = exp(a
z+1
z−1
),
z ∈ D, a > 0, and D is the open unit disk. To obtain such T0, a slight
modification of the construction from [G16] is needed.
1. Introduction
Let T be an operator on a Hilbert space. T is called polynomially bounded,
if there exists a constant C such that
‖p(T )‖ ≤ C‖p‖∞ for every polynomial p,
where ‖ · ‖∞ denotes the uniform norm on the open unit disk D.
An operator T is called a contraction if ‖T‖ ≤ 1. Every contraction is
polynomially bounded (von Neumann inequality, see, for example, [SFBK,
Proposition I.8.3]).
The question if a polynomially bounded operator is similar to a contrac-
tion was posed by Halmos [H] and was answered in the negative by Pisier
[Pi]. In particular, the sequence of finite dimensional operators which is uni-
formly polynomially bounded, but is not uniformly completely polynomially
bounded was constructed in [Pi] (see also [DP]; see [Pa], [Pi], or [DP] for
the definition of completely polynomially boundedness).
In [G16, Theorem 6.3], a perturbation of the sequence described above
was constructed. The obtained perturbed sequence was used to construct
examples of cyclic polynomially bounded operators which are not similar
to contractions ([G16, Theorem 7.1 and Sec. 2]). In this paper, a slight
modification of [G16, Theorem 7.1] is given which allows to construct a cyclic
absolutely continuous polynomially bounded operator T0 such that T0 is not
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similar to a contraction and ωa(T0) = O, where a > 0 and ωa(z) = exp(a
z+1
z−1)
(z ∈ D) (Theorem 3.7).
We need the following notations and definitions.
Let H be a (complex, separable) Hilbert space, and let M be its (linear,
closed) subspace. By IH and PM the identical operator on H and the
orthogonal projection from H onto M are denoted, respectively.
For an operator T : H → H, a subspace M of H is called invariant sub-
space of T , if TM⊂M. The complete lattice of all invariant subspaces of
T is denoted by LatT .
The multiplicity µT of an operator T : H → H is the minimum dimension
of its reproducing subspaces:
µT = min{dimE : E ⊂ H,
∞∨
n=0
T nE = H}.
An operator T is called cyclic, if µT = 1.
It is well known and easy to see that if M∈ LatT , then
(1.1) µP
M⊥
T |
M⊥
≤ µT ≤ µT |M + µPM⊥T |M⊥
(see, for example, [N, II.D.2.3.1]).
Let T and R be operators on Hilbert spaces H and K, respectively, and
let X : H → K be a (linear, bounded) operator such that X intertwines T
and R, that is, XT = RX. If X is unitary, then T and R are called unitarily
equivalent, in notation: T ∼= R. If X is invertible, that is, X has the bounded
inverse X−1, then T and R are called similar, in notation: T ≈ R. If X is
a quasiaffinity, that is, kerX = {0} and closXH = K, then T is called a
quasiaffine transform of R, in notation: T ≺ R. If T ≺ R and R ≺ T , then
T and R are called quasisimilar, in notation: T ∼ R. If closXH = K, we
write T
d
≺ R. It follows immediately from the definition of the relation
d
≺
that if T
d
≺ R, then µR ≤ µT .
If T , R, and X are operators such that XT = RX, andM∈ LatT , then
closXM ∈ LatR. The mapping
(1.2) JX : LatT → LatR, JXM = closXM, M∈ LatT,
is a lattice isomorphism if and only if it is a bijection, see [B, VII.1.19].
Symbols D and T denote the open unit disc and the unit circle, respec-
tively. The normalized Lebesgue measure on T is denoted bym. The symbol
H∞ denotes the Banach algebra of all bounded analytic functions in D. The
uniform norm on D is denoted by the symbol ‖ · ‖∞. The symbol H
2 de-
notes the Hardy space on D, L2 = L2(T,m), H2− = L
2 ⊖H2. The symbol
P− denotes the orthogonal projection from L
2 onto H2−. The simple unilat-
eral and bilateral shifts S and UT are the operators of multiplication by the
independent variable on H2 and on L2, respectively. It is well known that
µS = 1 and µUT = 1. For an inner function θ ∈ H
∞ the subspace θH2 is
invariant for S, put
(1.3) Kθ = H
2 ⊖ θH2 and Tθ = PKθS|Kθ .
By (1.1), µTθ = 1.
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If T is a polynomially bounded operator, then T = Ta ∔ Ts, where Ta
is an absolutely continuous (a.c.) polynomially bounded operator, that is,
H∞-functional calculus is well defined for Ta, and Ts is similar to a singular
unitary operator, see [M] or [K16]. (Although many results on polynomially
bounded operators that will be used in the present paper were originally
proved by Mlak, we will refer to [K16] for the convenience of references.) In
the paper, absolutely continuous polynomially bounded operators are con-
sidered. Clearly, S and UT are contraction, and, consequently, polynomially
bounded. It is well known that S and UT are a.c.. An a.c. polynomially
bounded operator T is called a C0-operator, if there exists ϕ ∈ H
∞ such
that ϕ(T ) = O, see [BP]; if a C0-operator is a contraction, it is called a
C0-contraction, see [SFBK] and [B]. For an inner function θ, Tθ is a C0-
contraction, because θ(Tθ) = O.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 polynomially bounded oper-
ators that are quasiaffine transforms of the unilateral shift S are considered.
In many results is assumed that the operator T under consideration has an
invariant subspace M such that T |M ≈ S. If T ≺ S and T is a contrac-
tion, then T always has such invariant subspace (a particular case of [K07],
see also [SFBK, Theorem IX.3.5]). The author does not know if this result
can be generalized on polynomially bounded operators. In Sec. 3 Theo-
rem 2.4 is applied to construct the polynomially bounded operator T0 such
that T0 is not similar to a contraction and ωa(T0) = O, where a > 0 and
ωa(z) = exp(a
z+1
z−1) (z ∈ D). (All subsequent results from Sec. 2 are not
used in Sec. 3.)
2. On operators that are quasiaffine transforms of a
unilateral shift
An operator T is called power bounded, if supn≥0 ‖T
n‖ <∞. For a power
bounded operator T the isometric asymptote (Y, V ) is defined in [K89]. Here
V is an isometry, and Y is an intertwining mapping: Y T = V Y . When it will
be convenient, we will called by the isometric asymptote of T the isometry
V itself, while Y will be called the canonical intertwining mapping (sf. [K89]
and [K16]).
Let M ∈ LatT . It follows immediately from the construction of the
isometric asymptote and [K89, Theorem 1] that T |M is similar to an isom-
etry if and only if Y |M is left invertible, i.e., there exists c > 0 such that
‖Y x‖ ≥ c‖x‖ for every x ∈ M. The unitary asymptote for a power bounded
operator T is the minimal unitary extension of its isometric asymptote, see
[K89].
Clearly, a polynomially bounded operator is power bounded. The unitary
asymptotes for polynomially bounded operators are considered in [K16].
In the following proposition, the idea from [F] is used. Since this propo-
sition can be easily checked directly, its proof is omitted.
Proposition 2.1. Suppose that T : H → H, V : K → K, and Y : H → K are
operators, and Y T = V Y . Furthermore, suppose that M ∈ LatT is such
that Y |M is left invertible. Put H0 = H ⊖M, T0 = PH0T |H0, K1 = YM,
K0 = K ⊖ K1, Y2 = PK1Y |H0 , Y0 = PK0Y |H0 , V1 = V |K1 , V2 = PK1V |K0 ,
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V0 = PK0V |K0,
Z : M⊕H0 → K1 ⊕H0, Z =
(
Y |M Y2
O IH0
)
,
and
R : K1 ⊕H0 → K1 ⊕H0, R =
(
V1 V2Y0
O T0
)
.
Then Y0T0 = V0Y0, Z is invertible, R = ZTZ
−1, and
(IK1 ⊕ Y0)R = V (IK1 ⊕ Y0).
Moreover, if clos YH = K, then clos Y0H0 = K0, and if ker Y = {0}, then
ker Y0 = {0}.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that C > 0, g, θ, ω ∈ H∞, θ is inner, and
(2.1) ‖P−θωu‖ ≤ C‖gu‖ for every u ∈ H
2.
Furthermore, suppose that H0 is a Hilbert space, and X0 : Kθ → H0 is an
operator. Put
(2.2) X : H2 → θH2 ⊕H0, X =
(
g(S)|θH2 PθH2g(S)|Kθ
O X0
)
.
Then there exists C1 > 0 (which depends on C, ‖g‖∞, ‖ω‖∞, and ‖X0‖)
such that
‖Xωu‖ ≤ C1‖gu‖ for every u ∈ H
2.
Proof. Let u ∈ H2. We have
Xωu = (gPθH2ωu+ PθH2gPKθωu)⊕X0PKθωu.
Therefore,
‖Xωu‖2 = ‖gPθH2ωu+ PθH2gPKθωu‖
2 + ‖X0PKθωu‖
2.
We have gPθH2ωu+ PθH2gPKθωu = gωu− PKθgPKθωu,
‖PKθgPKθωu‖ ≤ ‖g‖∞‖PKθωu‖, and ‖PKθωu‖ = ‖θP−θωu‖ = ‖P−θωu‖.
Therefore,
‖gPθH2ωu+ PθH2gPKθωu‖
2 ≤ (‖gωu‖ + ‖PKθgPKθωu‖)
2
≤ 2(‖gωu‖2 + ‖PKθgPKθωu‖
2) ≤ 2(‖ω‖2∞‖gu‖
2 + ‖g‖2∞‖P−θωu‖
2).
Thus,
‖Xωu‖2 ≤ 2(‖ω‖2∞‖gu‖
2 + ‖g‖2∞‖P−θωu‖
2) + ‖X0‖
2‖P−θωu‖
2
= 2‖ω‖2∞‖gu‖
2 + (2‖g‖2∞ + ‖X0‖
2)‖P−θωu‖
2.
It remains to apply (2.1). 
In the following lemma, only part (i) is used in the sequel.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that g, θ, ω ∈ H∞, and θ is inner.
(i) If there exist η, h ∈ H∞ such that
(2.3) ω = gη + θh,
then there exists C > 0 such that (2.1) is fulfilled.
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(ii) If g is outer and (2.1) is fulfilled with some C > 0, then there exist η,
h ∈ H∞ such that (2.3) is fulfilled.
Proof. (i) Let u ∈ H2. We have P−θωu = P−θ(gη + θh)u = P−θgηu.
Therefore, ‖P−θωu‖ ≤ ‖gηu‖ ≤ ‖η‖∞‖gu‖.
(ii) For δ > 0 define an outer function ψδ by the formula
|ψδ(ζ)| =
{
1/|g(ζ)|, if |g(ζ)| ≥ δ,
1, if |g(ζ)| < δ.
Since g is outer,
(2.4) (gψδ)(z)→ 1 for every z ∈ D, when δ → 0.
Clearly, ‖gψδ‖∞ ≤ max(‖g‖∞, 1). Set C1 = max(‖g‖∞, 1). Applying (2.1)
with ψδu instead of u, we obtain that
sup
u∈H2,‖u‖≤1
‖P−θωψδu‖ ≤ CC1 for every δ > 0.
By the Nehari theorem (see, for example, [N, Theorem I.B.1.3.2]), there
exist ϕδ ∈ H
∞ such that
‖θωψδ − ϕδ‖∞ ≤ CC1 for every δ > 0.
We have
‖gϕδ‖∞ = ‖θgϕδ‖∞ ≤ ‖θgϕδ − ωgψδ‖∞ + ‖ωgψδ‖∞ ≤ ‖g‖∞CC1 + ‖ω‖∞C1
for every δ > 0.
By the Vitali–Montel theorem, there exist a sequence δj →j 0 and h, η ∈ H
∞
such that
(2.5) (gϕδj )(z)→j h(z) and (ωψδj − θϕδj )(z)→j η(z) for every z ∈ D.
It follows from (2.4) and (2.5) that ω − θh = gη. 
Theorem 2.4. Suppose that g, η, h, θ, ω ∈ H∞, θ and ω are inner, and
ω = gη+θh. Furthermore, suppose that H0 is a Hilbert space, T0 : H0 → H0,
X0 : Kθ → H0, Y0 : H0 → Kθ are operators, Y0X0 = g(Tθ), X0Tθ = T0X0,
Y0T0 = TθY0. Define X by (2.2), put Y = IθH2 ⊕ Y0,
(2.6) T : θH2 ⊕H0 → θH
2 ⊕H0, T =
(
S|θH2 PθH2S|KθY0
O T0
)
,
and M = closXωH2. Then M ∈ LatT , T |M ≈ S, and YM = ϑωH
2,
where ϑ is the inner factor of g. Moreover,
(2.7) XS = TX, Y T = SY, and Y X = g(S).
Proof. The equalities (2.7) follow immediately from the definitions of T , X,
and Y . The inclusionM ∈ LatT follows from the first equality in (2.7). By
Lemma 2.3, (2.1) is fulfilled. We will show that there exists c > 0 such that
(2.8) ‖Y y‖ ≥ c‖y‖ for every y ∈ M.
It is sufficient to prove (2.8) for y = Xωu, where u ∈ H2, due to the
definition of M and the continuity of Y . For such y, taking into account
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the third equality in (2.7) and the assumption that ω is inner, the condition
(2.8) can be rewritten as follows:
‖gu‖ ≥ c‖Xωu‖ for every u ∈ H2.
This estimate is fulfilled by Lemma 2.2. Thus, (2.8) is proved.
By (2.8), the operator Y |M : M → YM is invertible. By the second
equality in (2.7), Y |M realizes the relation T |M ≈ S|YM. We have
YM = Y closXωH2 = clos Y XωH2 = clos g(S)ωH2 = ϑωH2,
where ϑ is the inner factor of g. Clearly, S|ϑωH2 ∼= S. 
The following simple lemma can be considered as a partial inverse to
Theorem 2.4.
Lemma 2.5. Suppose g, η, h, ω ∈ H∞, ω is inner, and 1 = gη + ωh. Fur-
thermore, suppose T : H → H is a polynomially bounded operator, Y : H →
H2 is a quasiaffinity, (Y, S) is the isometric asymptote of T , X : H2 → H
is an operator such that Y X = g(S). Set M = closω(T )H. If T |M ≈ S,
then T ≈ S.
Proof. By assumption, Y realizes the relation T ≺ S. By [M] or [K16,
Proposition 16], T is a.c.. Thus, the operator ω(T ) is well defined. Since
Y ω(T ) = ω(S)Y and clos YH = H2, we conclude that clos YM = ωH2.
Suppose that T |M ≈ S. By [K89, Theorem 1], Y |M is left invertible, in
particular, YM = clos YM = ωH2. Let u ∈ H2. There exists x ∈ M such
that ωu = Y x. We have
u = (gη + ωh)u = g(S)(ηu) + h(S)(ωu) = (Y X)(ηu) + h(S)Y x
= Y (X(ηu) + h(T )x).
We conclude that YH = H2. Since kerY = {0}, Y is invertible by the
Closed Graph Theorem. 
The following lemma is Nevanlinna’s theorem, see [N, Corollary I.B.3.3.2].
Lemma 2.6 (Nevanlinna’s theorem). Suppose that θ, g, η ∈ H∞, ‖gη‖∞ <
1, and θ is an inner function. Then there exists an inner function ω ∈ H∞
such that ω − gη ∈ θH∞.
The following lemma is well known, see, for example, [S, Lemma 2] or
[SFBK, Proposition X.1.1].
Lemma 2.7. Suppose that γ, θ, f ∈ H∞, γ and θ are inner, θ and the
inner factor of f are relatively prime. Then there exists t ∈ C such that γ
and the inner factor of f + tθ are relatively prime.
Lemma 2.8. Suppose that γ, θ ∈ H∞ are inner functions, T0 is a polyno-
mially bounded operator, Y0 is a quasiaffinity, and Y0T0 = TθY0. Then there
exist a quasiaffinity X0 and g ∈ H
∞ such that X0Tθ = T0X0, Y0X0 = g(Tθ),
and γ and the inner factor of g are relatively prime.
Proof. By [BP], there exists a contraction R0 such that R0 ≺ T0. From the
relations R0 ≺ T0 ≺ Tθ and the fact that Tθ is a C0-contraction we conclude
that Tθ ≺ R0 by [SFBK, Theorem X.5.7] or [B, Proposition III.5.32]. We
obtain that T0 ∼ Tθ. Denote by X0 the quasiaffinity which realizes the
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relation Tθ ≺ T0. We have Y0X0 ∈ {Tθ}
′. By [SFBK, Theorem X.2.10]
or [B, Proposition III.1.21], there exists f ∈ H∞ such that Y0X0 = f(Tθ).
Since f(Tθ) is a quasiaffinity, θ and the inner factor of f are relatively prime.
By Lemma 2.7, there exists t ∈ C such that γ and the inner factor of f + tθ
are relatively prime. Put g = f + tθ. Then Y0X0 = g(Tθ). 
Lemma 2.9. Suppose that T is a polynomially bounded operator and T ≺ S.
Then S is the isometric asymptote of T .
Proof. Since T is polynomially bounded, by [BP], there exists a contraction
R such that R ≺ T . Clearly, R ≺ S. By [KS, Proposition 9] or [G12, Lemma
2.1], the isometric asymptote of R is S. Denote by YR and YT the canonical
intertwining mappings for R and T , and by X and Y the quasiaffinities
which realize the relations R ≺ T and T ≺ S, respectively. Let VT be the
isometric asymptote of T . By [K89, Theorem 1(a)], there exist operators Z1
and Z2 such that Z1S = VTZ1, YTX = Z1YR, Z2VT = SZ2, and Y = Z2YT .
Since the ranges of YT and Y are dense, the ranges of Z1 and Z2 are also
dense. We obtain S
d
≺ VT and VT
d
≺ S. By [K16, Proposition 16], T is a.c..
Therefore, VT is a.c.. Thus, VT ∼= S. 
Theorem 2.10. Suppose that T : H → H is a polynomially bounded oper-
ator, T ≺ S, M ∈ LatT , and T |M ≈ S. Then there exist the operators
X1,X2 : H
2 → H, Y : H → H2, the functions g1, g2 ∈ H
∞ and N ∈ LatT
such that
(2.9)
Y T = SY, XkS = TXk, Y Xk = gk(S) and XkY = gk(T ), k = 1, 2,
the inner factors of g1 and g2 are relatively prime, T |N ≈ S, and M∨N =
H.
Proof. By Lemma 2.9, the isometric asymptote of T is S. Denote by Y the
canonical intertwining mapping. Then Y |M is left invertible. Let θ ∈ H
∞
be an inner function such that YM = θH2. Let T0 and Y0 be defined as in
Proposition 2.1. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that T has the
form (2.6) and Y = IθH2 ⊕ Y0. Then Y0 is a quasiaffinity which realizes the
relation T0 ≺ Tθ.
Denote by X10 and g1 the quasiaffinity and the function from Lemma 2.8
applied to γ = θ, θ, T0, and Y0. Denote by ϑ1 the inner factor of g1.
By Lemma 2.8, θ and ϑ1 are relatively prime. Denote by X1 the operator
defined by (2.2) applied to g1 and X10.
Take η ∈ H∞ such that ‖g1η‖∞ < 1, and θ and the inner factor of η are
relatively prime. By Lemma 2.6, there exist ω, h ∈ H∞ such that ω is inner
and ω = g1η + θh. Put N = closX1ωH
2. By Theorem 2.4, N ∈ LatT ,
T |N ≈ S, and YN = ϑ1ωH
2. Furthermore, (2.7) is fulfilled for T , X1, Y ,
and g1. Note that θ and ϑ1ω are relatively prime.
Denote by X20 and g2 the quasiaffinity and the function from Lemma 2.8
applied to γ = ϑ1, θ, T0, and Y0. Denote by ϑ2 the inner factor of g2. By
Lemma 2.8, ϑ1 and ϑ2 are relatively prime. Denote by X2 the operator
defined by (2.2) applied to g2 and X20. Then (2.7) is fulfilled for T , X2, Y ,
and g2.
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It is easy to see from (2.6) and (2.7) that
g(T ) =
(
g(S)|θH2 PθH2g(S)|KθY0
O g(T0)
)
for every g ∈ H∞. The equations (2.9) follow from this equation and (2.7).
It is well known that if (2.9) are fulfilled, and the inner factors of g1 and
g2 are relatively prime, then the mapping JY defined by (1.2) is a lattice
isomorphism. We have
JY (M∨N ) = JYM∨JYN = θH
2 ∨ ϑ1ωH
2 = H2
(because θ and ϑ1ω are relatively prime). Therefore, M∨N = H. 
Remark 2.11. If T is a contraction such that T ≺ S, then there exists
M∈ LatT such that T |M ≈ S by [K07] or [SFBK, Theorem IX.3.5]. Thus,
T satisfies to the conditions of Theorem 2.10.
Lemma 2.12. Suppose that T is a polynomially bounded operator, Y is a
quasiaffinity, and Y T = SY . Then the mapping JY defined by (1.2) is a
lattice isomorphism.
Proof. By [BP], there exists a contraction R such that R ≺ T . Clearly,
R ≺ S. By Remark 2.11, the conclusion of Theorem 2.10 is fulfilled for
R. Using the relation R ≺ T , it is easy to see that there exist operators
X1,X2 : H
2 →H and the functions g1, g2 ∈ H
∞ such that the inner factors
of g1 and g2 are relatively prime and (2.9) is fulfilled for T and Y . Since
the inner factors of functions g1 and g2 are relatively prime, JY is a lattice-
isomorphism. 
Remark 2.13. The relations (2.9) are proved for contractions T such that
T ≺ S in [G03, Corollary 2.5] in other way.
The following lemma follows from the definition of a.c. polynomially
bounded operators (see [G17, Lemma 2.2] for the proof).
Lemma 2.14. Suppose that T is a polynomially bounded operator, andM∈
LatT . Then T is a.c. if and only if T |M and PM⊥T |M⊥ are a.c..
The following lemma can be easily checked directly, therefore, its proof is
omitted.
Lemma 2.15. Suppose that T : H → H is an operator, M, N ∈ LatT , and
H = M∨N . Put E = M∩N . Then the quasiaffinity PM⊥ |N⊖E realizes
the relation
PN⊖ET |N⊖E ≺ PM⊥T |M⊥ .
The following proposition is closed to [T] and [KS, Proposition 20].
Proposition 2.16. Suppose that T : H → H is a polynomially bounded
operator, M1, M2 ∈ LatT , T |Mk ≺ S, k = 1, 2, M1 ∨ M2 = H and
M1 ∩M2 6= {0}. Then T is a.c., T
d
≺ S, and S is the isometric asymptote
of T . Moreover, if T 6≺ S, then T |ker Y is a C0-operator, where Y is a
canonical intertwining mapping.
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Proof. Put E = M1 ∩M2. We can suppose that E 6= M2. Denote by X
a quasiaffinity which realizes the relation T |M2 ≺ S. There exists an inner
function θ ∈ H∞ such that JXE = θH
2, where JX is defined by (1.2). Put
T0 = PM2⊖ET |M2⊖E , T1 = PM⊥
1
T |M⊥
1
, and X0 = PKθX0|M2⊖E .
Clearly, X0T0 = TθX0. Taking into account that JX is a lattice isomorphism
(by Lemma 2.12), it is easy to see that X0 is a quasiaffinity. Therefore, T0
is a.c. ([K16, Proposition 16]) and θ(T0) = O.
By Lemma 2.15, T0 ≺ T1. By [M] or [K16, Proposition 16] and Lemma 2.14,
T is a.c.. Furthermore,
(2.10) θ(T1) = O.
Let (Y,U) be the unitary asymptote of T . By [K89, Theorem 3] and
Lemma 2.9, U ∼= UT, and Y |M1 realizes the relation T |M1 ≺ UT|ξH2 for
some ξ ∈ L∞ such that |ξ| = 1 a.e. with respect to m.
If clos YH = L2, then PξH2−Y |M⊥1
realizes the relation T1
d
≺ PξH2−UT|ξH2− ,
which contradicts to (2.10). Thus, ξH2 ⊂ clos YH 6= L2. Since clos YH ∈
LatUT, we conclude that clos YH = ξ1H
2 for some ξ1 ∈ L
∞ such that
|ξ1| = 1 a.e. with respect to m. Since UT|ξ1H2
∼= S, we conclude that S is
the isometric asymptote of T .
Put E0 = kerY and E1 = closPM⊥
1
E0. Then E0 ∈ LatT and E0 ∩M1 =
{0}. Therefore, E1 ∈ LatT1 and PE1 |E0 realizes the relation T |E0 ≺ T1|E1 .
By (2.10), θ(T |E0) = O. Thus, T |E0 is a C0-operator. 
3. Existence of a polynomially bounded operator with the
minimal function exp(a z+1
z−1) which is not similar to a
contraction
For λ ∈ D denote by bλ a Blaschke factor: bλ(z) =
|λ|
λ
λ−z
1−λz
, z ∈ D. For
w ∈ D put
(3.1) βw(z) =
w − z
1− wz
, z ∈ D.
Clearly, βw ◦ βw(z) = z for every z ∈ D. For every ϕ ∈ H
∞ we have
ϕ ◦ βw ∈ H
∞, ‖ϕ ◦ βw‖∞ = ‖ϕ‖∞, and
bλ ◦ βw = ζw,λbβw(λ), where ζw,λ ∈ T.
For a > 0 and 0 < α < 1 put
(3.2) ωa(z) = exp
(
a
z + 1
z − 1
)
and gα(z) = exp
(
−
(1 + z
1− z
)α)
, z ∈ D.
We have ωa, gα ∈ H
∞, ωa is inner, and gα is outer by [N, Example I.A.4.3.7,
p. 71].
The following lemma can be easily proved by induction. Therefore, its
proof is omitted.
Lemma 3.1. Let a > 0, and let 0 < α < 1. Let ωa and gα be defined in
(3.2). Let n ∈ N. Then there exist functions ψω,n, ψg,n analytic in D such
that
ω(n)a = ωaψω,n and g
(n)
α = gαψg,n.
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Furthermore,
ψω,n(z)=
Kω,n∑
l=1
cω,n,l
(1− z)kω,n,l
and ψg,n(z)=
Kg,n∑
l=1
cg,n,l
(1 + z
1− z
)d1,l,n
(1− z)d2,n,l ,
where Kω,n, Kg,n, kω,n,l ∈ N, cω,n,l, cg,n,l, d1,l,n, d2,n,l ∈ R .
Lemma 3.2. Let a > 0, and let 0 < α < 1. Let ωa and gα be defined in
(3.2). Put
ψg,n,k =
n!
k!(n − k)!
ψg,n−k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n,
ψg,k,k = 1, ψg,n,k = 0, n ≤ k − 1, ψω,0 = 1.
For M ∈ N set ΨM = [ψg,n,k]
M−1
n,k=0 and define the functions κM,n, 0 ≤ n ≤
M − 1, by the formula
[κM,n]
M−1
n=0 =
ωa
gα
·Ψ−1M · [ψω,n]
M−1
n=0 .
Then κM,n are functions analytic in D, and κM,n(z) → 0 when z ∈ (0, 1),
z → 1 for every 0 ≤ n ≤M − 1.
Proof. We have ΨM is a lower triangular matrix-function, and the elements
of the main diagonal of ΨM are equal to 1. Therefore, ΨM is invertible. The
elements of the matrix-function Ψ−1M · [ψω,n]
M−1
n=0 have the form
K∑
l=1
cl
(1 + z
1− z
)d1,l
(1− z)d2,l
for some K ∈ N and cl, d1,l, d2,l ∈ R (depended on α, a, M , and the indices
of the considered element of the matrix).
Set t = 1+z1−z . Then 1− z =
2
1+t , and
ωa(z)
gα(z)
= exp(−at+ tα). Furthermore,
t → +∞ when z ∈ (0, 1), z → 1. We have td1(1 + t)d2 exp(−at + tα) → 0
when t → +∞ for every d1, d2 ∈ R. The conclusion of the lemma follows
from this relation. 
The following lemma is an emphasizing of [G16, Lemma 3.5].
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that Λ ⊂ D is finite, 1 ≤ kλ < ∞ for every λ ∈ Λ,
and B =
∏
λ∈Λ b
kλ
λ . Then there exists C > 0 which depends on B such that
dist(ϕ, (B ◦ βw)H
∞) ≤ C max
λ∈Λ,0≤k≤kλ−1
|ϕ(k)(βw(λ))|
for every ϕ ∈ H∞ and every w ∈ D.
Proof. We have dist(ϕ, (B◦βw)H
∞) = dist(ϕ◦βw, BH
∞) for every ϕ ∈ H∞
and every w ∈ D. By [G16, Lemma 3.5], there exists C > 0 (which depends
on B) such that
dist(ψ,BH∞) ≤ C max
λ∈Λ,0≤k≤kλ−1
|ψ(k)(λ)| for every ψ ∈ H∞.
We need to estimate |(ϕ ◦ βw)
(k)(λ)| for 1 ≤ k ≤ kλ − 1. By [G16, Lemma
3.3], there exist functions ckl : D → C such that supD |ckl| < ∞ for every
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k ≥ 1, 0 ≤ l ≤ k − 1, and for every analytic function ϕ : D → C and every
w ∈ D
(ϕ ◦ βw)
(k)(z) =
k∑
l=1
ϕ(l)(βw(z))
ck,k−l(w)
(1 − wz)k+l
.
Therefore,
|(ϕ ◦ βw)
(k)(λ)| ≤
k∑
l=1
|ϕ(l)(βw(λ))|
|ck,k−l(w)|
|1 − wλ|k+l
≤ max
λ∈Λ,0≤k≤kλ−1
|ϕ(k)(βw(λ))| ·max
λ∈Λ
(kλ − 1) · sup
1≤l≤k,1≤k≤kλ−1,
w∈D
|ck,k−l(w)|
(1−maxλ∈Λ |λ|)k+l
for 1 ≤ k ≤ kλ − 1. 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that C > 0, a > 0, 0 < α < 1, and {BN}N is
a sequence of finite Blaschke products with zeros from (0, 1). Then there
exists a sequence {ρN}N ⊂ (0, 1) such that for any w ∈ [ρN , 1) there exists
ηN,w ∈ H
∞ such that
(3.3) dist(ηN,w, (BN ◦ βw)H
∞) ≤ C and ωa − gαηN,w ∈ (BN ◦ βw)H
∞,
where βw is defined in (3.1), and ωa and gα are defined in (3.2).
Proof. Let N be fixed. Denote by CN a constant from Lemma 3.3 applied
to BN =
∏
λ∈Λ b
kλ
λ . By Lemma 3.2, there exists ρ1N ∈ (0, 1) such that
|κkλ,k(z)| ≤ C/CN for every z ∈ [ρ1N , 1), 0 ≤ k ≤ kλ − 1, λ ∈ Λ.
Since βw(λ) → 1 when w → 1 for every λ ∈ D, and βw(λ) ∈ (0, 1) when
0 < λ < w < 1, there exists ρN ∈ (0, 1) such that βw(λ) ∈ [ρ1N , 1) when
w ∈ [ρN , 1) for every λ ∈ Λ.
Since Λ is a finite set, and kλ <∞ for every λ ∈ Λ, we have that for every
w ∈ D there exists ηN,w ∈ H
∞ such that
(3.4) η
(k)
N,w(βw(λ)) = κkλ,k(βw(λ)) for every λ ∈ Λ and 0 ≤ k ≤ kλ − 1.
By Lemma 3.3, dist(ηN,w, (B ◦ βw)H
∞) ≤ C for w ∈ [ρN , 1).
The inclusion in (3.3) is fulfilled if and only if
(3.5) ω(k)a (βw(λ))− (gαηN,w)
(k)(βw(λ)) = 0 for all λ ∈ Λ, 0 ≤ k ≤ kλ−1.
Clearly,
(gαηN,w)
(n)(z) =
n∑
k=0
n!
k!(n − k)!
g(n−k)α (z)η
(k)
N,w(z) for n ∈ N and z ∈ D.
Therefore,
[(gαηN,w)
(k)(z)]kλ−1k=0 = gα(z) ·Ψkλ(z) · [η
(k)
N,w(z)]
kλ−1
k=0
for every z ∈ D, where Ψkλ is defined in Lemma 3.2. By (3.4) and Lem-
mas 3.1 and 3.2,
[(gαηN,w)
(k)(z)]kλ−1k=0 = gα(z) ·Ψkλ(z) · [κkλ,k(z)]
kλ−1
k=0 = ωa(z) · [ψω,k(z)]
kλ−1
k=0
= [ω(k)a (z)]
kλ−1
k=0 when z = βw(λ), λ ∈ Λ.
Thus, the equalities (3.5) are fulfilled, and the inclusion in (3.3) is proved.

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The following theorem is a version of [G16, Theorem 3.8]. The condition
(3.6) from the theorem is the generalized Carleson condition, see [N, Theo-
rem II.C.3.2.14, p. 164].
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that C > 0, {ρN}N ⊂ (0, 1), g ∈ H
∞, and g(k)(r)→
0 when r ∈ (0, 1), r → 1, for every k ≥ 0. Furthermore, suppose that BN
are finite Blaschke products with zeros from (0, 1), ϕN ∈ H
∞, ϕN (λ) 6= 0
for every λ ∈ D such that BN (λ) = 0, for every index N . Then there exist
δ > 0 and sequences of wN ∈ [ρN , 1), of ζN ∈ T, and of ψN ∈ H
∞ such that
the product
∏
N ζNBN ◦ βwN converges,
(3.6)
∣∣∏
N
ζN (BN ◦ βwN )(z)
∣∣ ≥ δ inf
N
|(BN ◦ βwN )(z)| for every z ∈ D,
g − ψN · ϕN ◦ βwN ∈ (BN ◦ βwN )H
∞, and dist(ψN , (BN ◦ βwN )H
∞) ≤ C.
Proof. The proof of [G16, Theorem 3.8] is beginned from the definition of the
sequence {rN}N ⊂ (0, 1). To prove the present theorem, it needs to replace
rN by max(rN , ρN ) and to repeat the proof of [G16, Theorem 3.8]. 
The following theorem is a version of [G16, Theorem 7.1].
Theorem 3.6. Let a > 0, and let 0 < α < 1. Let ωa and gα be defined
in (3.2). Then there exist a function η ∈ H∞, an operator T : H → H, a
Blaschke product B with zeros from (0, 1), and quasiaffinities X : H → KB,
Y : KB →H such that
(3.7) ωa − gαη ∈ BH
∞,
T is polynomially bounded, T is not similar to a contraction,
(3.8) XT = TBX, Y TB = TY, and XY = gα(TB),
where TB is defined in (1.3).
Proof. Let {TN}N and {BN}N be the sequences of operators and of finite
Blaschke products with zeros from (0, 1) from [G16, Theorem 6.3], respec-
tively. Let C > 0 be fixed. Denote by HN the finite dimensional spaces
on which TN acts. There exist invertible operators XN : HN → KBN ,
YN : KBN →HN such that XNTN = TBNXN , YNTBN = TNYN , ‖XN‖ ≤ C,
‖YN‖ ≤ C. By [SFBK, Theorem X.2.10], there exist functions ϕN ∈ H
∞
such that XNYN = ϕN (TBN ). Note that ϕN (λ) 6= 0 for every λ ∈ D such
that BN (λ) = 0, for every index N .
Let {ρN}N be the sequence from Theorem 3.4 applied to C, a, α, and
{BN}N . Applying Theorem 3.5 to C, {ρN}N , gα, sequences of BN and
of ϕN we obtain δ > 0 and sequences of wN ∈ [ρN , 1), of ζN ∈ T and of
ψN ∈ H
∞ which satisfy the conclusion of Theorem 3.5. Put
B =
∏
N
ζNBN ◦ βwN and T =
⊕
N
βwN (TN ).
By [G16, Theorem 6.3] and [G16, Corollary 1.2], T is polynomially bounded,
and T is not similar to a contraction.
Let ηN,wN be from Theorem 3.4. Then (3.3) is fulfilled for every N with
w = wN . By (3.6), (3.3), and [N, Theorem II.C.3.2.14, p. 164], there exists
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a function η ∈ H∞ such that η − ηN,wN ∈ (BN ◦ βwN )H
∞ for every N . We
have
ωa − gαη = ωa − gαηN,wN + gα(ηN,wN − η) ∈ (BN ◦ βwN )H
∞
for every N due to (3.3). Thus, (3.7) is proved.
Equalities (3.8) are proved exactly as in the proof of [G16, Theorem 7.1].

Theorem 3.7. Let a > 0, and let ωa be defined in (3.2). Then there exists
a cyclic a.c. polynomially bounded operator T0 such that T0 is not similar
to a contraction and ωa(T0) = O.
Proof. Take 0 < α < 1, and apply Theorem 3.6 to a and α. Denote the poly-
nomially bounded operator and quasiaffinities constructed in Theorem 3.6
by T10, X10, and Y10, respectively. Define X and T by (2.2) and (2.6),
respectively, with θ = B, where B is the Blaschke product obtained in The-
orem 3.6. By [G16, Corollary 2.3], T is polynomially bounded, and T is not
similar to a contraction. Set Y = IBH2 ⊕ Y10. Clearly, Y is a quasiaffinity.
Since gα is outer, X is a quasiaffinity (sf. [G16, Lemma 2.1 and Proposition
2.4]). Taking into account (2.7), we obtain that T ∼ S. Therefore, T is
cyclic, and, by [M] or [K16, Proposition 16], T is a.c..
Put
M = closXωaH
2.
By Theorem 2.4, T |M ≈ S, and YM = ωaH
2 (because gα is outer). Put
T0 = PM⊥T |M⊥ .
Then T0 is cyclic, because T is cyclic (see (1.1)), and T0 is a.c., because
T is a.c. ([M] or [K16, Propositions 14 and 35]). It is easy to see that
ωa(T0) = O. Indeed, denote by H the space in which T acts. We have
M = closXωaH
2 = closXωa(S)H
2 = clos ωa(T )XH
2 = closωa(T )H.
Therefore, ωa(T0) = PM⊥ωa(T )|M⊥ = O.
Finally, T0 is not similar to a contraction by [C, Corollary 4.2]. Indeed, if
T0 is similar to a contraction, we can apply [C, Corollary 4.2] to T , because
T |M is similar to an isometry, and T is power bounded. Then T must be
similar to a contraction, a contradiction. 
.
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